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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company plans to deploy Microsoft Intune.
Which scenarios can you implement by using Intune? To answer,
select the appropriate answer for the given scenarios.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/app-protection-policy

NEW QUESTION: 2
A SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package imports daily
transactions from several files into a SQL Server table named
Transaction. Each file corresponds to a different store and is
imported in parallel with the other files. The data flow tasks
use OLE DB destinations in fast load data access mode.
The number of daily transactions per store can be very large
and is growing. The Transaction table does not have any
indexes.
You need to minimize the package execution time.

What should you do?
A. Create a clustered index on the Transaction table.
B. Run the package in Performance mode.
C. Increase the value of the Row per Batch property.
D. Partition the table by day and store.
Answer: C
Explanation:
* Data Access Mode - This setting provides the 'fast load'
option which internally uses a BULK INSERT statement for
uploading data into the destination table instead of a simple
INSERT statement (for each single row) as in the case for other
options.
* BULK INSERT parameters include:
ROWS_PER_BATCH =rows_per_batch
Indicates the approximate number of rows of data in the data
file.
By default, all the data in the data file is sent to the server
as a single transaction, and the
number of rows in the batch is unknown to the query optimizer.
If you specify ROWS_PER_BATCH (with a value &gt; 0) the server
uses this value to optimize the bulk-import operation. The
value specified for ROWS_PER_BATCH should approximately the
same as the actual number of rows.
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NEW QUESTION: 3
Sie haben ein Microsoft 365 Enterprise E5-Abonnement.
Sie mÃ¼ssen die Multi-Faktor-Authentifizierung fÃ¼r alle
Cloud-basierten Anwendungen fÃ¼r die Benutzer in der
Finanzabteilung erzwingen.
Was sollte man tun?
A. Erstellen Sie eine AktivitÃ¤tsrichtlinie.
B. Erstellen Sie eine neue App-Registrierung.
C. Erstellen Sie eine Sitzungsrichtlinie.
D. Erstellen Sie eine Richtlinie fÃ¼r den bedingten Zugriff.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your company deploys System Center 2012 R2 Operations Manager.
A network administrator deploys the Operations Manager agent to
all of the internal servers that run Windows Server, and then
configures notifications to be sent by email to several
departmental groups.
Two days later, a network administrator opens the Operations
Manager console and discovers hundreds of alerts.
The administrator closes all of the alerts in the console.
You need to change the resolution state of the alerts that were
closed.
What should you do first?

A. From the Reporting workspace, select Microsoft Generic
Report Library, and then select Alerts.
B. From the Authoring workspace, select Rules, and then set the
scope to View all targets.
C. From the My Workspace workspace, create a new alert view.
D. From the Administration workspace, create a notification
subscription.
Answer: C
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